“ Keeping your glasses beautiful. ”
CARE TIPS FROM THE MASTER

MICROFIBRE CLEANING
CLOTH
For daily cleaning, we recommend
cleaning with the microfibre cloth
supplied. This can be washed at
40 degrees but please do not use

SOAP + WATER

CAUTION

The best way to clean your

It’s best to keep your glasses in a

glasses is with a little soap and

glasses case when you’re not

warm water. Then carefully rub

wearing them as this protects

them dry with a microfibre cloth.

them from accidental bending
and minor scratches. Avoid

fabric softener.

extreme temperature fluctuations
(saunas, windscreens) as these
damage the glasses and the
anti-reflective layer of the lenses.

WOODEN GLASSES
Wood and water do not mix well.

SOAP + WATER

If possible, wooden glasses

Buffalo horn frames can become a

should only be cleaned with a

little dull over time. A natural

microfibre cloth. Make sure there

patina forms on the frames. Make

are no dust particles on the lens

sure no dust particles are on the

when cleaning, otherwise your

lenses when you clean them to

plastic lenses could easily get

avoid scratching the plastic

microscopic scratches. If you

lenses. Only clean with water

clean your wooden glasses with

when necessary. When rinsed

water, make sure to dry them

with water, the smoothed fibres in

extremely well. Under no circum-

the horn dissolve and the frame

stances should wooden glasses

turns matt more quickly than

be cleaned with strong cleaning

normal. The horn glasses can be

agents or solvents.

treated once a week with hand
cream to prolong their lifetime.

PLASTIC & METAL
GLASSES
Plastic and metal glasses are very
easy to take care of and can be
easily cleaned with soap and
water as well as with a microfibre
cloth. Never use tissues, toilet
paper or kitchen paper to clean
your glasses, they leave behind
additional microparticles that can
leave scratch marks on your
glasses.
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